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Start earning points

                Sign up, earn points and redeem them for more of your favourites. Get 250 points on us just for signing up!

                

                    SIGN UP NOW
                


  
  
  

    
        OUR CUSTOMER IS OUR INFLUENCER


        “I have watched them grow over the years and they have not lost their exceptional customer service or become another faceless brand! They cater for all shapes, sizes, & ethnicities.”


                        @MICHAELA
                        
“This is my favourite brand and has been for years now! I don’t think there is anywhere else you can get such great pieces with such flattering cuts. Love them!”


                        @KATE
                        
“Beautiful prints and quality, the only brand I have ever bought from who’s pictures look the same as the actual colours and fabrics in real life!”


                        @else_olivia
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      Join us

      Sign up to our newsletter for NFD updates, newness and all sorts of goodness. 

    

    
      
        

        
          
            We process your personal data as stated in our Privacy Policy. You may withdraw your consent or manage your preferences at any time by clicking the unsubscribe link at the bottom of our marketing emails, or by emailing us at love@neverfullydressed.com.
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            By entering your telephone number and clicking Subscribe, you agree to receive marketing text messages from Never Fully Dressed at the number provided, including messages sent by autodialer. Consent is not a condition of any purchase. Message and data rates may apply. Message frequency varies. Reply HELP for help or STOP to cancel. View our Privacy Policy and Terms of Service.
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                Region:
                UK
US
EU


              

            
            
              
                Measurements:
                
                  CM
                  IN
                

              

            
          

          
          
          
            
              Dresses
Petite: 5'3” and under
Regular: 5'4” and above

            

            
              Scroll To See More Sizes

            

            
              
	Items are sized to fit the following body measurements	SIZE	CHEST	WAIST	HIP
	S/M	S	6	80.5cm	62.5cm	87.5cm
	8	83cm	65cm	90cm
	M	10	88cm	70cm	95cm
	M/L	12	93cm	75cm	100cm
	L	14	98cm	80cm	105cm
	16	104cm	86cm	111cm
	XL/XXXL	XL	18	110cm	92cm	117cm
	20	116cm	98cm	123cm
	XXL	22	122cm	104cm	129cm
	24	128cm	110cm	135cm
	XXXL	26	134cm	116cm	141cm
	28	140cm	122cm	147cm
		30	146cm	128cm	153cm


            

          

          
            
              How to Measure Dresses
Our size charts are based on the measurements shown. Use a tape measure and these guidelines to determine your size. A friend might come in handy to help you with measuring. If you don't have a tape measure, you can use a piece of string or ribbon and then measure it with a ruler. Please note: garments may vary due to design and manufacturing differences.
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              Skirts
Petite: 5'3” and under
Regular: 5'4” and above

            

            
              Scroll To See More Sizes

            

            
              
		SIZE	CHEST	WAIST	HIP
	S/M	S	6	80.5cm	62.5cm	87.5cm
	8	83cm	65cm	90cm
	M	10	88cm	70cm	95cm
	M/L	12	93cm	75cm	100cm
	L	14	98cm	80cm	105cm
	16	104cm	86cm	111cm
	XL/XXXL	XL	18	110cm	92cm	117cm
	20	116cm	98cm	123cm
	XXL	22	122cm	104cm	129cm
	24	128cm	110cm	135cm
	XXXL	26	134cm	116cm	141cm
	28	140cm	122cm	147cm
		30	146cm	128cm	153cm


            

          

          
            
              How to Measure Skirts
Our size charts are based on the measurements shown. Use a tape measure and these guidelines to determine your size. A friend might come in handy to help you with measuring. If you don't have a tape measure, you can use a piece of string or ribbon and then measure it with a ruler. Please note: garments may vary due to design and manufacturing differences.
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                  IN
                

              

            
          

          
          
          
            
              Tops
Petite: 5'3” and under
Regular: 5'4” and above

            

            
              Scroll To See More Sizes

            

            
              
		SIZE	CHEST	WAIST	HIP
	S/M	S	6	80.5cm	62.5cm	87.5cm
	8	83cm	65cm	90cm
	M	10	88cm	70cm	95cm
	M/L	12	93cm	75cm	100cm
	L	14	98cm	80cm	105cm
	16	104cm	86cm	111cm
	XL/XXXL	XL	18	110cm	92cm	117cm
	20	116cm	98cm	123cm
	XXL	22	122cm	104cm	129cm
	24	128cm	110cm	135cm
	XXXL	26	134cm	116cm	141cm
	28	140cm	122cm	147cm
		30	146cm	128cm	153cm


            

          

          
            
              How to Measure Tops
Our size charts are based on the measurements shown. Use a tape measure and these guidelines to determine your size. A friend might come in handy to help you with measuring. If you don't have a tape measure, you can use a piece of string or ribbon and then measure it with a ruler. Please note: garments may vary due to design and manufacturing differences.
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                  CM
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              Trousers & Shorts
Petite: 5'3” and under
Regular: 5'4” and above

            

            
              Scroll To See More Sizes

            

            
              
		SIZE	CHEST	WAIST	HIP
	S/M	S	6	80.5cm	62.5cm	87.5cm
	8	83cm	65cm	90cm
	M	10	88cm	70cm	95cm
	M/L	12	93cm	75cm	100cm
	L	14	98cm	80cm	105cm
	16	104cm	86cm	111cm
	XL/XXXL	XL	18	110cm	92cm	117cm
	20	116cm	98cm	123cm
	XXL	22	122cm	104cm	129cm
	24	128cm	110cm	135cm
	XXXL	26	134cm	116cm	141cm
	28	140cm	122cm	147cm
		30	146cm	128cm	153cm


            

          

          
            
              How to Measure Trousers & Shorts
Our size charts are based on the measurements shown. Use a tape measure and these guidelines to determine your size. A friend might come in handy to help you with measuring. If you don't have a tape measure, you can use a piece of string or ribbon and then measure it with a ruler. Please note: garments may vary due to design and manufacturing differences.
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              Jumpsuits
Petite: 5'3” and under
Regular: 5'4” and above

            

            
              Scroll To See More Sizes

            

            
              
		SIZE	CHEST	WAIST	HIP
	S/M	S	6	80.5cm	62.5cm	87.5cm
	8	83cm	65cm	90cm
	M	10	88cm	70cm	95cm
	M/L	12	93cm	75cm	100cm
	L	14	98cm	80cm	105cm
	16	104cm	86cm	111cm
	XL/XXXL	XL	18	110cm	92cm	117cm
	20	116cm	98cm	123cm
	XXL	22	122cm	104cm	129cm
	24	128cm	110cm	135cm
	XXXL	26	134cm	116cm	141cm
	28	140cm	122cm	147cm
		30	146cm	128cm	153cm


            

          

          
            
              How to Measure Jumpsuits
Our size charts are based on the measurements shown. Use a tape measure and these guidelines to determine your size. A friend might come in handy to help you with measuring. If you don't have a tape measure, you can use a piece of string or ribbon and then measure it with a ruler. Please note: garments may vary due to design and manufacturing differences.
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                  CM
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              Jackets & Coats
Petite: 5'3” and under
Regular: 5'4” and above

            

            
              Scroll To See More Sizes

            

            
              
		SIZE	CHEST	WAIST	HIP
	S/M	S	6	80.5cm	62.5cm	87.5cm
	8	83cm	65cm	90cm
	M	10	88cm	70cm	95cm
	M/L	12	93cm	75cm	100cm
	L	14	98cm	80cm	105cm
	16	104cm	86cm	111cm
	XL/XXXL	XL	18	110cm	92cm	117cm
	20	116cm	98cm	123cm
	XXL	22	122cm	104cm	129cm
	24	128cm	110cm	135cm
	XXXL	26	134cm	116cm	141cm
	28	140cm	122cm	147cm
		30	146cm	128cm	153cm


            

          

          
            
              How to Measure Jackets & Coats
Our size charts are based on the measurements shown. Use a tape measure and these guidelines to determine your size. A friend might come in handy to help you with measuring. If you don't have a tape measure, you can use a piece of string or ribbon and then measure it with a ruler. Please note: garments may vary due to design and manufacturing differences.
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              Footwear


            

            
              Scroll To See More Sizes

            

            
              
	UK	3	4	5	6	7	8
	US/AUS	5	6	7	8	9	10
	EU	36	37	38	39	40	41
	Slippers	S	M	L
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